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Welcome Letter from The Doctors At Simply Dental & Orthodontics
Dear Friend,
If you’re in search of a high-quality dental care provider for
yourself or your family, then you’ve come to the right place!
At Simply Dental & Orthodontics, our highly trained dentists,
orthodontists, and team believe in providing quality care with a
smile to patients throughout New England.
The search for a new dentist or orthodontist can be fraught
with questions. How do you know whether one is a better fit
for your needs than another? Whether you or your loved ones
are interested in general dental cleanings, cosmetic dentistry,
braces, Invisalign®, or another type of dental care, our team will
help you find the best solution for your smile.
The authority and expertise that we provide are significant benefits at Simply Dental & Orthodontics,
but what really sets us apart from other dental care offices is our passion for helping people. We provide
our patients not only with reliable and top-quality dental and orthodontic care but also with the ability to
relax and enjoy themselves in our friendly, comfortable atmosphere.
To help support our vision and help you choose the right dental practice, we put this report together.
We hope you find it to be informative and helpful as you begin your exciting journey toward your ideal,
healthy smile.
Sincerely,

The Doctors At Simply Dental & Orthodontics
P.S. When you’re ready, we urge you to schedule an appointment with our highly educated and caring
team. If you are interested in orthodontic care, you can take advantage of our complimentary Simply
Dental & Orthodontics Assessment, which includes a review of your health history, a thorough exam,
and an in-depth consultation - all at no out-of-pocket expense to you! To schedule your appointment,
call us at 508-276-7959 or visit www.SimplyDentalOrtho.com. We would be honored to provide you
with dental care that can lead to a lifetime of bright, healthy smiles!
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1. Do They Have Extensive Experience?
Your dental care professional’s experience should top the list when it comes to finding a new provider.
When you choose a doctor who has already seen a wide variety of dental needs, that means your doctor
will likely have already treated a case similar to your own. That prior experience can help your dentist to
foresee any potential risks or complications. With this knowledge and foresight, you can feel assured that
your treatment recommendation is truly the best one for your situation.
Our experienced doctors believe in the importance of staying current with the techniques and technologies available for quality oral health care. For this reason, our dedicated team regularly attends continuing
education courses to supplement our many years of education and advanced training to become dental
specialists. Our extensive experience and knowledge allow our practice to provide expert, professional
care to match each patient’s unique needs. With this level of education and experience, you can rest
assured that you’re receiving the highest quality care every time you visit Simply Dental & Orthodontics.

508-276-7959
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2. Are They an All-in-One Provider?
In today’s world, everyone is busy. Therefore, when you are considering a new dental practice, a good
question to ask is whether they also provide orthodontic care and a variety of the latest treatments instead of simply the same ones over and over. When you find a dental care provider who offers the latest
dental and orthodontic treatment, you can benefit from the convenience of a practice that can handle all
your dental needs under one roof.
At Simply Dental & Orthodontics, our experienced doctors have helped thousands of patients through a
wide variety of dental treatments that range from regular dental cleanings and exams to fillings, dentures,
teeth whitening, braces, and Invisalign®. We offer the very best, innovative treatment options to all our
patients. You can count on us to do what it takes to provide you with the best dental and orthodontic
care available today and all at our state-of-the-art office in Wayland, MA!

508-276-7959
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3. Do They Have a Free Orthodontics Consultation?
Your first visit to a new orthodontist can be a costly experience. To create a comprehensive customized
treatment plan, your orthodontist needs to do a complete exam and a thorough discussion of everything
from treatment options to an estimation of how long any recommended treatment will last. This is also
your chance to ask questions, lay out any concerns, and get educated on the decision that will impact
your health.
At Simply Dental & Orthodontics, you will receive your Simply Dental & Orthodontics Assessment at no
out-of-pocket expense to you! Your analysis will include:
• Review of your health history
• Thorough orthodontic exam
• Comprehensive consultation
Our complimentary consultation comes with no obligation so you can consider it an easy opportunity to
see whether our practice is the perfect fit for you. Contact one of our friendly offices for more information or to schedule your FREE orthodontic appointment today!

508-276-7959
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4. Do They Have a Guarantee?
Seeking proper dental and orthodontic care requires putting a lot of time and energy into the journey
toward your ideal smile – the question is, what is your dentist putting on the line? Ask potential dental
care providers whether they back their work with any guarantees. If you have concerns about how your
treatment is progressing, how will they react? If you don’t achieve the results promised during your initial
consultation, what are your options moving forward?
At Simply Dental & Orthodontics, we’re so confident you’ll love your experience with us, we back our
treatments and services up with a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee over the course of treatment. Should
you experience any issues with your dental treatment during this time, simply let us know and we’ll be
happy to make it right.
We’re committed to providing the highest quality care to our patients and want to make the treatment
process as convenient for you as possible. Ask for more information when you schedule your initial appointment today!

508-276-7959
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5. Are Retainers Included?
Every orthodontic office has their own fee schedule, and doctors often charge differently for certain procedures. Always make sure your contract clearly states ALL expenses for your treatment before it begins.
It is important to know exactly what you will be paying, and exactly what it covers. It is common to find
out about retainer fees toward the end of your treatment. Since you are reading this report, you now
know to ask your orthodontist about what a retainer will cost.
At Simply Dental & Orthodontics, we know that retainers are an integral part of braces or Invisalign
treatment, and we want you to maintain your newly straightened smile for years to come. That’s why we
include your retainer with the cost of your braces or Invisalign treatment. This is just another way we put
our patients first!

508-276-7959
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6. Do They Care for Your Community?
When you choose a dental care provider, pay attention to whether they do anything to support their
community as a whole. Community support can range from monetary donations to supporting local
sports teams to providing free dental care and more. By opting for treatment with a community-minded
dentist, you not only indirectly support your community yourself but you can also enjoy the added benefit of receiving treatment from a dental care provider who genuinely cares about other people.
Simply Dental & Orthodontics is dedicated to supporting our community and giving back. We regularly
donate our time and resources to the following organizations:
• Spectrum For Hope - a non-profit organization supporting families of multiple children with special
needs
• YMCA
• Boys & Girls Club of America
Community support is a fundamental value for our team at Simply Dental & Orthodontics and we believe
in giving back whenever possible. Do you know of an additional way we can help our community? Let us
know by calling 508-276-7959.

508-276-7959
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7. Do They Have Advanced Technology?
Technology plays an important role in dental health care and is essential for diagnostics, efficient treatment, number of visits, comfort, and accuracy. Incredible advancements have been made in the last 20
years, which is why it’s important to find out whether your potential dental care provider uses the latest
technology for their patients’ benefit.
At Simply Dental & Orthodontics, we use the very best, innovative technology including 3D imaging that
provides us with precise images of your teeth, plus advanced treatment options with Damon self-ligating
braces, and faster treatment with AcceleDent.
By staying up-to-date on advancements in the field, our team also stays current on potential new technologies that may benefit our patients. You can count on us to do what it takes to provide you with the
best dental care available today!

508-276-7959
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8. Is Your Comfort Their Priority?
For some people, going to the dentist can be stressful. To avoid feeling anxious during your dental appointment, consider whether your potential dental care provider goes the extra step to provide 5-star
customer service. Is the waiting room comfortable? Does the front desk staff smile and greet you when
you walk through the door? Do they make you feel cared about? Does the dental office take any additional steps or offer any other services to improve your overall experience?
At Simply Dental & Orthodontics, you will feel at ease the moment you walk through our door. You will
be greeted by our cheerful team and experience our warm, inviting patient lounge, complete with coffee
and snacks. Our team also seeks to offer comfortable solutions for all your dental needs, whether you
are being seen for a routine cleaning or a more involved treatment. We’re proud to provide free WiFi to
our patients and tablets during treatment.
We also offer anxiety-free options for children who need help relaxing during their appointment. Our
consultative approach helps to ensure that you always feel confident about your treatment plan. In short,
at Simply Dental & Orthodontics, you are our number-one priority!

508-276-7959
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9. Do They Offer Discounts?
Striving to be the best dental care providers in Wayland, MA, doesn’t mean our team needs to be the
most expensive! At Simply Dental & Orthodontics, we want to provide everyone in New England with
the dental care they need and we never want anyone to settle for subpar treatment due to financial reasons. That’s why we offer multiple ways to help you offset the cost of treatment, including discounts for
our senior patients and for our patients who opt to pay-in-full for their treatment.
Ask one of our friendly team members for additional information on any of these discount options during your initial appointment!

508-276-7959
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10. Do They Offer Same-Day Starts?
In today’s world, everyone is busy! Making the decision to get dental treatment shouldn’t interrupt your
entire schedule, which is why doctors should implement flexibility for scheduling appointments. When
looking for a dental care provider, make sure they offer convenient appointments with short wait times
and same-day treatment starts. With today’s technology in a fast-paced world, this is a necessity for any
successful practice to run efficiently.
At Simply Dental & Orthodontics, we’re committed to providing the highest quality care to our patients
AND we want to make the treatment process as easy and care-free for you as possible. We never want
your busy schedule to deter you from seeing our specialists. That’s why we offer convenient appointment times with virtually no wait times and can even start your treatment on the same day in most cases! We realize our patients are busy and we make it our top priority to provide 5-star-rated dental care
that fits your life and schedule. It’s all part of our commitment to you!
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11. Do They Have Flexible Payment Options?
This report was only supposed to include 10 crucial questions to consider when looking for a dental care
provider, but affordability is so important that we’ve included this section as a bonus.
Whether or not you have insurance, it’s important to understand what kind of payment options your
potential dentist or orthodontist offers before you make a decision. Simply Dental & Orthodontics feels
cost should never be an obstacle to receiving proper dental care, and we strive to provide excellent
quality care with a payment plan that is personalized and affordable. For your convenience, we accept
all insurance plans, plus we offer 0% financing plans through CareCredit and our own in-house financing
plans that can be customized to your specific needs.
When you come in for your new patient session, we’ll help you understand all the different payment
plans we offer. From general inquiries about the cost of treatment to questions unique to your needs,
we’re ready to deliver the answers you need so you can get the smile you want. You can rest easy knowing that every facet of your dental treatment is going to be smooth-sailing and worry free!

508-276-7959
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Closing Letter from The Doctors at Simply Dental & Orthodontics
Dear Friend,
We hope this report was informative! If you’ve already seen another dental care provider, we encourage you to follow up with
them and ask any new questions or concerns based on what
you’ve learned today. If you still find yourself unsatisfied with your
provider’s answers, we invite you to visit our office in Wayland,
MA, for a second opinion or for your next general cleaning.
At Simply Dental & Orthodontics, we understand that there is
much to consider when choosing a new dentist or orthodontist. In
fact, we’re sure we could have doubled the length of this report!
We are confident, though, that the information you have now
will help you choose the right dental office for your needs. More
importantly, please know that we are available to answer your
questions and help you find the best options for you and your
loved ones.
If you have any questions for us, feel free to call 508-276-7959 and ask. We will be glad to provide
you with the answers you need.
To Your Healthiest Smile,

The Doctors at Simply Dental & Orthodontics
P.S. When you’re ready, we urge you to schedule an appointment with our highly educated and caring
team. If you are interested in orthodontic care, you can take advantage of our complimentary Simply
Dental & Orthodontics Assessment, which includes a review of your health history, a thorough exam,
and an in-depth consultation - all at no out-of-pocket expense to you! To schedule your appointment,
call us at 508-276-7959 or visit www.SimplyDentalOrtho.com. We look forward to meeting you!
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